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Mountain of Dreams, Mountain of Sorrows

(Plates 15-19 andfrontcover)

Perhaps the most special mountain is the one that captures your
imagination in your early climbing years - the one that is so big, so

hard, so impossibly beyond your ability that it could only ever be a dream.
For me, Changabang was such a mountain. And then the dream became a
reality. Fifteen years after reading about the incredible ascent of the West
Face by Peter Boardman and Joe Tasker, I found myself sitting above the
Bagini Glacier and looking onto the North Face of that 'shining mountain'.
Similar adjectives sprang to mind - steep, hard, technical - but now the
'impossible' was tempered to just 'improbable', and, as we looked closer,
even the improbable began to seem possible.

May-June 1996
So it was that in 1996, by dint of good timing, good luck and persistent
letter-writing, a team of four found itself with a permit to enter a controlled
area and a chance to attempt this mountain of dreams. The team comprised
Andy Perkins, Brendan Murphy, Roger Payne and me, and during May
and June we made the fIrst attempt on the North Face.

Because of environmental restrictions, the traditional approach to the
mountain, following the Rishi Gorge into the Nanda Devi Sanctuary, has
remained closed since 1982. So we approached from the north, to make
our way up the Bagini Glacier and reach Changabang on the sanctuary
rim from the outside. An impressive array of peaks surrounds this glacier,
made all the more enticing by the ease of the approach - just two days'
drive from Delhi to Joshimath, and then a two-day walk to Base Camp.

Once Base Camp had been established, our fIrst task was to acclimatise
and do a reconnaissance of the face. The main part of the North Face is a
stupendous sweep of steep, clean granite, with improbable ice formations
stuck randomly to it. The major lines of weakness lie on a buttress on the
left side of the face, and while there appeared to be quite a selection of pos
sible starts, there seemed only one likely fInish. The key to any route would
be to reach a central icefIeld, and then an upper snow spur which gives
access to a groove system exiting onto the East Ridge - the junction with
the original line of ascent of the mountain.

Our reconnaissance trips took us onto both the Bagini Col (5860m) and
the unnamed col (c5690m) on which Peter Boardman and Joe Tasker had
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camped when they made their ascent of the West Face. This site was an excel
lent spot for viewing the starts of routes and we chose one that began on the
right side of the obvious buttress. The route was a steep, thin ice runnel in a
large corner system which appeared to lead in a continuous line to easier
angled mixed ground and then onto the edge of the central icefield. When
planning the route, back in the UK, and looking at photographs of steep gran
ite walls, it was decided that adopting a modified lightweight form of 'cap
sule style' would be the most appropriate. Hence, the four of us climbed
co-operatively, with the two pairs sharing the leading and load-carrying.

On 3 June we set off from Advanced Base Camp at Sam, carrying all our
rope and technical gear. We reached the bergschrund (cS4S0m) at around
7am and split into pairs. Roger and Brendan started on the route, with the
intention of leading out all the rope, while Andy and I returned to camp to
pick up food and tents and then carry as much gear as possible up to the
high point established by the other two. By late afternoon about 3S0m of
rope was out and most of our provisions sat at the end of it. We returned to
ABC for the night and as we were all tired from our efforts we returned to
Base Camp for a rest before making our main attempt on the route.

On 9 June we started back on the route. Unfortunately, the technical
gear we had cached was now buried under several feet of fresh snow, as
was the start of the rope, and an hour of digging was required to get it clear.
Andy and Brendan then started up the ropes flIst in order to get to the high
point, sort out the gear and go into the lead. Roger and I followed, carrying
the heavier sacks and pulling up the ropes. Initial snow slopes led up to the
thin ice runnel, which became progressively steeper. From the top of the
fixed ropes Brendan and Andy led another two hard ice pitches. By then
the heat of the sun had the couloir running with water and the whole team
retreated off to the side onto small sloping rock ledges.

After a very uncomfortable night, Brendan and Andy led off again,
pushing the route out to the top of the couloir and onto the mixed ground.
The climbing was exceptionally steep with just adequate protection, and
the couloir finished with a series of overhanging bulges. By the time Roger
and I had reached this section, water was again cascading down and we
finished the day soaked to the skin. We all met up together at the base of
the mixed ground and spent an even more uncomfortable second night
bivouacked on rock ledges.

On the third day Roger and I went into the lead and finished the section
of mixed ground leading to a snow crest on the edge of the central icefield.
This was really enjoyable climbing, with interesting moves and good
protection. It was late afternoon before everyone was on the spur, and again
no tent sites were immediately obvious. However, feeling in need of a
proper rest, we spent four hours chopping inadequate ledges out of hard
ice, and by 9pm we had the luxury of lying down flat.

Unfortunately, overnight Andy became ill with a severe case of diarrhoea
(later diagnosed as arising from salmonella). It had already been decided
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that the next day should be a rest day, and this was now doubly important
to enable him to recover. We spent the day in good weather, looking at the
route ahead and catching up on food and fluid intakes. On the 13th we
had hoped to move up, but Andy was still too weak and the weather had
deteriorated, so we had another rest day.

It seemed from our analysis of the route that it would involve at least
another three days' climbing from the spur to reach the summit, and then
at least two further days for an abseil descent. With limited food and fuel,
and with our porters due on 19 June, it was becoming imperative to start
on the route again the following day. In a group discussion we went through
all the possible options, and Andy indicated that he hoped he would be
able to continue and that we would all move on as a team of four.

14 June dawned with high cloud and the promise of more bad weather,
but with Andy a little improved we packed up camp and started the laborious
process of traversing across the central icefield. This was the crux of the
route in terms of commitment, as there would be no easy abseil off from
this section if things went wrong, and in bad weather it was prone to constant
spindrift avalanches from snow sloughing off the rock walls above. It was
also a critical passage in leading to the upper snow spur, which we thought
would lead to the technical crux of the route - to get off the tongue of ice
and establish ourselves in the rock grooves leading to the East Ridge.

Roger led out from just above the campsite on a descending traverse.
Two more pitches saw us into the middle of the icefield, with a good view
of the difficult exit couloirs which would take us onto the upper snow spur.
Unfortunately at this point it became clear that Andy was totally debilitated
through his illness and that continuing up was out of the question. At the
same time there was a sudden, rapid deterioration in the weather. There
was little option but to return to the campsite on the spur, and we climbed
back in heavy snowfall and spindrift avalanches. After an uncomfortable
night with continued steady snowfall, the following morning dawned grey
with more bad weather, and our summit attempt was over.

May-June 1997
While the 1996 attempt had ended in retreat, we were hardly back at Base
Camp before our thoughts were turning to a rematch. The outstanding
quality of the climbing in such a magnificent setting kept it foremost in our
minds as an objective that could not be left unfinished. A year later we
returned as a team of six. From the original expedition there were Roger
and me; Brendan was this time joined by Andy Cave; and our numbers
were completed by Mick Fowler and Steve Sustad. With the knowledge we
now had of the type of climbing on the North Face, we were convinced
that a route would go in Alpine style, and in 1997 we were committed to
climbing as three independent pairs.

Returning to the same mountain was an unusual occurrence for us - but
it had a definite advantage in that planning was much more straightforward.
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We set up Base Camp at the same spot on the edge of the Bagini Glacier on
10 May, and each pair of climbers made their own plans for acclimatisation
and for climbing the route. Over the next ten days we moved food and
equipment up to an Advanced Base Camp site opposite the North Face,
and then climbed a spur beneath Purbi Dunagiri to sleep high. From our
views of the face during this period it was clear that the ice couloir we had
climbed the previous year was incompletely formed, but other striking mixed
grooves on the left side of the buttress looked promising.

We set out from Base Camp on 24 May, and Roger and I started on an
independent line to the left of the one chosen by the rest of the team. Our
route gave superb, sustained mixed climbing over the first four days, and
avoided the lower icefields which the others were climbing. There was just
enough snow and ice for good tool placements, and the rock was mainly
sound, giving adequate protection. Unfortunately the weather throughout
the climb was very bad, and it snowed every day. Late in the afternoon of
our first day on the route we were pinned down by torrential spindrift ava
lanches pouring off the upper face.. We spent a couple of hours standing
trapped in the open, unable to move, and then when we did manage to get
together on a small ledge we spent another couple of hours standing with
the tent pulled over our heads for protection. It was not until 8pm that the
snow stopped and we managed to excavate a small ledge for an uncomfort
able open bivouac.

The weather pattern for the next few days became fixed, and we had to
make the most of clear cold mornings, before increasingly wild storms blew
in each afternoon. The climbing was steep and technical, and the route
finding totally absorbing. We moved back and forth, linking up runnels of
ice and torquing through difficult rock passages. By the end of the fourth
day we were at the foot of the central icefield - our high point of 1996. The
following day (30 May) brought climbing of a very different nature. Now
we were on hard, green ice and the climbing was precarious and exhausting.
It was difficult to get secure placements for ice tools and crampons, and we
had to fight to get the ice screws to go in more than halfway.

It was critical at the end of the icefield to break through a rock barrierbefore
we could reach an upper snow spur for a camp. Unfortunately, we were only
at the foot of the rock when the afternoon storm arrived, and we had a repeat
experience of standing waiting for an easing in the weather with the tent over
our heads. By 4pm, however, it was obvious that there was to be no reprieve,
and we prepared to climb through the storm. The pitches that followed
were the hardest so far - a strenuous mixed groove followed by a traverse
on a blank slab. With gathering darkness, freezing temperatures, and a black
eye from a bouncing ice axe, the climb was taking on the proportions of a
major epic. Finally, at 11pm we crawled into our tents on the crest of the spur
and the following day we took what felt to be a very well-deserved rest.

From this platform we could hear the occasional calls of the others as
they continued up the final groove line to the East Ridge. From our own
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perspective, given the difficult conditions we had already encountered, we
felt it was imperative that we should see some improvement in the weather
before attempting this fmal part of the route, or else we could foresee serious
cold injury or worse. Rather than improving, however, the weather
worsened, with snow becoming constant throughout the following days.
For three days we still entertained ideas of going up, despite problems
clearing a blocked stove jet and me feeling increasingly ill with what seemed
like bronchitis. But after the third night when three avalanches swept over
the platform, collapsing the end of the tent, just getting back down safely
became our prime objective.

On the fourth day we tried to descend, but this attempt was abandoned
because of avalanches before the fIrst abseil was completed, and we climbed
back up to the tent platform. Eventually on 4 June we started down the
North Face, and after one bivouac reached the glacier late on the 5th. After
so many days on the vertical, it was hard to adjust to this suddenly horizontal
world and I staggered unevenly across the glacier to reach Advanced Base
Camp. There was a feeling of regret at having to retreat from the face
again, but we also felt a strong satisfaction in the climbing we had achieved,
in Alpine style and all free. Most of all, though, there was an overwhelming
relief to have got back down safely.

Now, with our position secured, our thoughts turned to the predicament
of the rest of the team. Assuming that the others must have reached the top
and be descending the south side of the mountain in the same grim conditions
we had endured, we could only imagine the exhausted state they would be in.
With no sign of their return we could do little but descend to Base Camp and
wait for news. This was swift in coming and tragic in content.

The next morning Andy arrived at Base Camp, soon followed by Steve
and Mick. Brendan would not return, having been lost in an avalanche on
the descent of the South Face. For us, the climbing of Changabang's North
Face had encompassed the very best and the very worst of the climbing
experience. We will not soon forget the struggle and the exhilaration of the
climbing, but we have lost a friend, and everything else becomes meaningless
in the face of that fact. We can only take some small comfort that Brendan
climbed his sacred summit and rests in a beautiful place, looked over by
the goddess, Devi.

Summary: In May/June 1996 Julie-Ann Clyma, Roger Payne, Brendan
Murphy and Andy Perkins attempted the 1600m-high North Face of
Changabang (6864m). On the traverse towards the upper icefIeld Andy
Perkins became too ill to continue and they had to turn back from 6200m.
In May/June 1997 they returned to the mountain with Andy Cave, Brendan
Murphy, Mick Fowler and Steve Sustad. Clyma and Payne spent 10 days
on the face, reaching the ice tongue just above the upper icefIeld. They sat
out storms there before abseiling off and joining the rest of the team at
Base Camp, where they learned of Brendan Murphy's tragic death.



15. Changabang 1996. Brendan Murphy (back) and Andy Perkins (front)
at the Bagini Col. (Julie-Ann C/yma) (P12)



16. Brendan Murphy approaching the ice couloir, the start of the 1996 route.
(Ju/ie-Ann etyma) (P12)



17. Roger Payne climbing through difficult
mixed ground on the lower part of the
route in 1997. (Julie-Ann Clyma) (P3)

18. Brendan Murphy climbing the ice tongue.
(Andy Cave) (P3)

19. Andy Cave's frostbitten thumb is treated by Julie-Ann Clyma at base camp.
(Roger Payne) (P3)
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